Sports Medicine Products for the Equine Athlete

Made in the USA

www.proorthopedic.com
Over 48 years ago G.E. “Moose” Detty invented the first neoprene sleeve for human athletes. As the head athletic trainer & physical therapist for the Philadelphia Eagles, his supports became an integral part of injury treatment for the team. Now every NFL, NBA, NHL, and MLB team as well as hundreds of colleges and universities have come to rely on PRO products. PRO is the standard of treatment for professional, Olympic, collegiate and recreational athletes in over 28 countries worldwide.

Gerry Detty has worked at PRO for 38 years in all aspects of the company; from production to sales and marketing and product design. Gerry, like his father “Moose,” holds numerous U.S. Patents for product design and innovation.

Meghan Detty is a graduate of the University of Arizona with a degree in Animal Science. She has grown up in “the family business” and was actively involved during the development of the equine product line. Meghan and her horses often were the first to test product prototypes.

In 1998 PRO began a two year design and development project for the equine athlete. Based on the same sound principles of anatomy and biomechanics used to develop all of our human products; PRO introduced an equine product so technically advanced that it was awarded a U.S. Patent. Heralded by veterinarians and trainers alike, PRO products have been a major advancement in support and protection for the equine athlete all while setting a new standard in the industry. Today, at PRO’s facility in Tucson, you will find the equine products going through the production process alongside the human products. The same quality, attention to detail, and superior materials and design are the standard here at PRO.

We thank you for choosing PRO!
Support Boots

H10 Performance Support
(US Patent 5,871,458)

This boot shows our commitment to bringing you the best support on the market. The H10 is constructed of orthopedic grade neoprene for superior fit and support.

- Breathable, shock absorbing foam liner makes for a cooler support that absorbs more than 3 times the shock of competitors boots
- Detachable liner, magnetic accessory liner available
- Low Profile
- Patented support straps pull evenly in a biomechanically correct fashion, allowing the user to adjust the angle and amount of tension to meet the needs of each individual horse
- Velcro surfaces are matched for maximum cycle life and durability
- Easy application
- Machine washable

Available in sizes small, medium, large, and extra large in a variety of colors.

H14 Magnetic Insert

Using exclusive magnetic neoprene technology, the H14 is a therapeutic insert that can be used for injury treatment or while riding. The neoprene panels are embedded with multiple magnetic fields that provide magnetic energy to the fetlock, bones, and ligaments of the lower leg without hard magnets to create sore spots. Sold in pairs, please refer to your H10 Performance Support for sizing.
The H20 fills the gap between the traditional sports medicine boots that provide support and splint boots that provide protection but offer no support. This support can be used everywhere from the show ring to the round pen and even the racetrack.

- Provides low profile protection AND support
- Support straps allow user to adjust the angle and amount of tension to fit each specific horse
- Machine washable
- Available in sizes small, medium, large, and extra large in a variety of colors.

Our most popular boot is now available in a rear version! Specifically designed for the rear legs, this boot will provide your horse with not only uniform looks but also the added support you need in all your activities!

- Same patented Low Profile PRO design as the H2o, just 2” taller to offer additional support for tendons and ligaments
- Equal length fetlock support straps allow user to adjust the angle and amount of support to fit your horse
- Machine washable
- Available in sizes medium and large in a variety of colors.
H2O & H2OR Customized Boots

Our most popular Equine Support is now available decked out with bodacious BLING! Our beautiful Swarovski Crystal bling boots are custom made just for you as soon as you place your order; please allow at least 1 week for production before your order is shipped and keep in mind custom items such as these are non-returnable and non-refundable so make sure you select the correct size and color you want. You may even want to try a regular pair of boots first if you are not sure on your sizing.

H2o & H2OR Supports are also available with wear leather matching accents!
**Front Leg Protection**

**H35 Splint Wrap**

The H35 is the perfect low profile protection for the splint and cannon bones. Very easy to apply and a favorite of reiners!

- Shock absorbing pad sewn between the body and outer sheath of the neoprene boot
- Matched Velcro fasteners for increased durability
- Machine washable

*Available in sizes small, medium, large and extra large in a variety of colors.*

**H22 Reiner’s Knee Boot**

This knee pad is specifically designed to protect your horse’s knees while working reining patterns. Sold singly, one size.

- Simple wrap around design
- User able to place the pad at the point of impact
- Velcro closures assure a snug fit
**H53 Reiner’s Skid Boot**

This is the most comfortable skid boot you can put on your horse! The H53 will not chafe, rub, or irritate your horse’s legs while providing full protection from burns. This boot was specifically designed to last longer than the traditional leather skid boots.

- Soft, comfortable neoprene body
- Snug fit without pulling hair or chafing
- Extremely durable skid cup, even in abrasive sandy conditions

*One size fits all. Black or White only.*

---

**H40 Skid Boot**

The H40 uses orthopedic grade neoprene providing you with a boot that really keeps the dirt out.

- Easy application
- Matched Velcro surfaces assure the boot will not wear out prematurely
- Extra thick rubberized patch to protect against burns while being flexible enough to conform to the leg without any hard points that might irritate
- Machine washable

*Available in sizes small, medium, large, and extra large in a variety of colors.*
**H54 Sharkskin Overreach Boot**

The Sharkskin outer coating is a technological advancement that marries a specially woven fiber material with a coating created from recycled tires.

- Incredibly durable outer shell
- Soft foam inner lining provides excellent protection
- No turn knob ensures boot stays in place while the “cupping” design provides comfortable fit
- Triple hook and loop closure means it stays on!

*Available in black only. Sizes small, medium, and large.*

---

**H55 Gold Standard Overreach Boot**

The outer shell of the H55 is made using advanced 2550 nylon that is coated with a new technology which employs a pliable urethane film for added durability.

- Superior materials provide a comfortable fit and significant resistance against abrasions
- No-turn knob prevents spinning while adding protection
- Triple hook and loop closure system keeps the boots in place
- Machine washable

*Available in black only. Sizes small, medium, and large.*
**H50 Neoprene Bell Boot**

The H50 provides protection from occasional overreach strikes. It is constructed of orthopedic grade neoprene for a good stretch and fit.

- Lined with a premium shock absorbing foam that absorbs more than 3x the shock of competitors products
- Boot tapers in front for less bulk
- Velcro closures assure boot stays on!

*Available in sizes small, medium, large, and extra large in a variety of colors*

---

**H13 Polo Wraps**

Help keep your horse's legs injury-free during shipping, turning out, and riding. Polo wraps protect your horse's legs from minor scrapes and bruises while preventing irritation from sand or arena footing. These fleece polo wraps are super soft and perfect for everyday. Set of 4, packaged in reusable clear plastic storage bag. White only.

- Conforms nicely to the leg for optimal comfort and support
- Reinforced 2” wide Velcro closure
- 4 ½” wide x 9’ long; Machine Washable, laundry bag included.
Neoprene Cinches

PRO’s neoprene cinches promote natural lubrication and reduce the chances of galling, chafing, or pulled hair.

- Durable
- Stainless steel hardware
- Thermoforming shaper imbedded in the cinch prevents rolling

Available in black only. Sizes 28” through 36” in 2” increments

H60 Roper Style
H65 Straight Cinch

100% Mohair Cinches

PRO’s mohair cinches are hand-woven using 100% mohair cords and a whip-stitch design.

- Strong
- Stainless steel hardware
- Roper model has 7” center width while the straight model has a 4.5” center width

Available in sizes 28” through 36” in 2” increments

H62 Mohair Roper
H67 Mohair Straight
H70 ROPER PAD

This is the pad of choice for many working cowboys, rodeo competitors, and horse trainers. The deflection and rebound characteristics of this high density foam make it ideal for hard use!

- 2 piece construction = perfect fit for even first time use
- Withers cutout for easy positioning
- ¼ “ top and bottom felt covers bond a full ½” thick foam body
- Standard size measures 31” long by 32” wide; Short Barrel Cut measures 28” long by 32” wide. Black felt only

H78 NATURAL FELT PAD

This is for the rider who takes a more traditional approach to padding their horse. With a little basic, periodic care this felt pad will last you many years.

- 100% wool blend
- Available in a ½”, ¾” or 1” thickness
- 2 piece construction for a contoured fit, no breaking in or shaping necessary
- All stress points reinforced with real leather
- Standard size measures 31” long by 32” wide; Short Barrel Cut measures 28” long by 32” wide. Black felt only
CUSTOM WEAR LEATHERS

PRO Orthopedic has developed a beautiful line of custom wear leathers to choose from. For a nominal fee you can select from our extensive inventory of premium upgrade leathers, add them to your favorite PRO pad and end up with a look that is as unique as you and your equine partner. Colors vary, and some patterns are limited edition so once they are gone they are gone. To see our current selections visit our website at www.proorthopedic.com. (Matching support boots are also available).

Below are just a few examples of our extensive selection.
Our Premium Show Pads have a more “traditional” look that don't require a show blanket for the arena. Not only do you get the good looks, but also receive a pad with excellent fit and shock absorbing characteristics that will work equally well in the show ring or roping arena.

- A high density EVA foam (for shock absorption) layered between a wool felt pad on the underside, and finished with a high quality Mayatex Blanket top
- Triple layer protection where the saddle bars contact the horse
- Variety of colors to choose from; Bar 8 & Riverland designs measure 34”x36” Oversized Pueblo designs measure 34”x38”

Bar 8 Design  34”x 36”

H83-BL  H83-T  H83-BR  H83-BB  H83-PB

H83R Riverland Design  34”x 36”

H83R-BG  H83R-ST  H83R-BT  H83R-WP

H89 Pueblo Design  34”x 38”

H89-RB  H89-BW  H89-BT  H89-BB  H89-SB
H80 & H81 Magnetic Saddle Blankets

PRO's magnetic saddle blankets are designed to be used for therapy before, during and after riding sessions. The exclusive PRO magnetic neoprene goes directly next to the horse. Over 600 square inches of magnetic neoprene creates one of the densest magnetic therapy treatment tools available today.

- Elastic strap holds blanket in place (can be taken off if pad will be used under saddle)
- Magnetic field will have calming effect on the horse
- Useful in the treatment of sore backs and strains, as well as while trailoring
- Can be used for up to 10 hours per day

One size only, western style is approximately 30” wide by 32” long. Black only

H80 Western Style
H81 English Style
**2250 Back Support**

This new low profile support is constructed of 3mm thick neoprene rubber and features an adjustable tapered front closure. A full 9” in width, the 2250 provides support and therapeutic warmth to the muscles of the low back. A lumbar pad concentrates additional warmth to this critical low back area. Flexible spiral stays prevent brace “rollover.” This low profile support is ideal for wear under clothes.

*Available in black only. Two sizes: sm/md 25”-40” waist or lg/xl 42”-54” waist.*

**3250 Knee Support**

*US Patent 5,655,777*

This unique universal wrap around support has a 3 pull adjustment system that allows the user to independently adjust to fit at the thigh, knee, and calf. The center tab enables the wearer to regulate pressure in the popliteal area no matter if they are sitting, standing, or running. The stabilizing rubber donut supports knee cap alignment and tracking. Lateral and medial spiral stays provide additional support.

*Available in black only, one size fits most.*

**2550 Ankle Support**

Finally and economical ankle brace that is a universal fit! The body of the brace is constructed from thin neoprene with hook closure for a snug fit. Support straps encircle the ankle in a “figure 8” pattern for secure lateral and medial support. Designed to fit the right or left foot.

*Available in black only, one size fits most.*
To select the right size boot, we recommend you measure the horse’s leg halfway down between the knee and fetlock.

- Under 7” = Small
- 7” - 8” = Medium
- 8” - 9” = Large
- 9” - 10” = X Large

On a general basis, PRO boots are sized similarly to boots from other companies. Most Quarter Horses will be a medium in the front and a large in the back.